I. Grammar  60%

1. He didn’t stay home watching TV; ________, he went out with his friends to see a movie. (A),
   likewise  (B) unfortunately  (C) instead  (D) for example

2. Mary couldn’t help ________ when she heard about the death of her grandfather. (A) cries
   (B) cried  (C) to cry  (D) crying

3. I wonder ________ she is a nice person. (A) that  (B) to  (C) what  (D) if

4. Peter finally rid himself ________ his drinking habit. (A) to  (B) on  (C) at  (D) of

5. There is no ________ who will win. (A) telling  (B) told  (C) tells  (D) to tell

6. It is ________ that there will be 50 students in her class. (A) say  (B) said  (C) in saying  (D) says

7. Last Sunday I went to the library. There were a lot of people there. ________ were teachers;
   others are students; still others were librarians. (A) Many  (B) Few  (C) Some  (D) Little

8. John rather than I ________ to go dancing. (A) likes  (B) like  (C) liking  (D) liked

9. She has ________ a terrible cold that she feels like dying. (A) so  (B) such  (C) much  (D) to

10. Jenny is always complaining ________ her husband is lazy. (A) about  (B) that  (C) of  (D) to

11. ________ the four seasons, Bob likes winter best. (A) On  (B) Besides  (C) Into  (D) Of

12. Laura is ________ beautiful a girl as Tina. (A) the same  (B) such  (C) as  (D) like

13. Alice is familiar ________ not only Korean culture but Japanese culture as well. (A) to  (B)
    about  (C) on  (D) with

14. I have to finish my assignment ________ Sunday. (A) in  (B) at  (C) by  (D) last

15. It he ________ taken my advice, he could have succeeded. (A) has  (B) have  (C) had  (D)
    having

16. James has difficulties ________ Chinese. (A) speak  (B) speaks  (C) spoken  (D)
    speaking

17. It is high time that he ________ to bed. (A) go  (B) goes  (C) gone  (D) went
18. It is essential that this email _______ answered immediately. (A) to (B) be (C) should (D) so

19. I have lived in Miaoli _______ 1999. (A) before (B) since (C) late (D) on

20. _______ rich he may be, I don't like him. (A) Whatever (B) Wherever (C) However (D) Whoever

II. Reshuffle 重組句子 20%

1. everything get him Money makes; makes him everything lose money.

2. smiled, audience The, chuckled, and finally howled.

3. The more are busy we, we have the more leisure.

4. weak make water one Seven days without.

5. If the money he had, had he if the time, he if had companion a, he would take that trip around the world.

III. Correct and rewrite the paragraph below. Pay attention to the punctuation and capitalization. 修正並重寫以下短文，請增補標點符號，修正大小寫。 20%

life is full of choices we often choose between doing something the easy way and doing something the hard way unfortunately we almost always choose the easy way because well it's just easier for example we almost always choose to do the easiest homework assignment to take the easiest job or to find the easiest people to talk to at a party however these choices are not always the best choices sometimes by choosing the hardest way there is more to gain by choosing the hardest homework assignment we might learn more by choosing the toughest job we might gain a new skill by choosing to talk to someone who seems unapproachable at a party we might end up making a new friend in short the easy way isn't always the best way